
Cost-of-living crisis
Britons cutting back on food and entertainment to keep cars on the road

As the cost-of-living crisis continues to 
exacerbate pressure on households across the 
9/��[LEX�XLMW�VIWIEVGL�WLS[W�EVI�WSQI�SJ�XLI�
measures that consumers are having to take just 
XS�OIIT�XLIMV�GEVW�SR�XLI�VSEH�

PURCHASING CHEAPER ITEMS 
;LMPI�]SY�GSYPH�QEOI�ER�EGXMZI�HIGMWMSR�XS�
purchase cheaper items at the supermarket, when it 
comes to fuel, options are limited, meaning cutbacks 
have to be made in other areas on households that 
EVI�EPVIEH]�WXVIXGLIH�MR�QER]�GEWIW�
-RWXIEH��GSRWYQIVW�EVI�GYXXMRK�FEGO�MR�SXLIV�

areas to continue to do essential trips like drive 
XS�[SVO��VYR�IVVERHW�ERH�ZMWMX�XLI�WYTIVQEVOIX��
The research highlights how habits at the pump 
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have changed in response to the cost- 
SJ�PMZMRK�GVMWMW�

DEMAND FOR ENERGY 
More than a third (34%) of consumers now need 
XS�WXST�½PPMRK�YT�EX�ER�I\EGX�ZEPYI�ERH���	�VEVIP]�
½PP�XLIMV�XEROW�XS�XLI�FVMQ�EW�XLI]�GER´X�EJJSVH�
XS�HS�WS��%PQSWX�E�UYEVXIV����	�EVI�YWMRK�XLIMV�
savings to put fuel in their cars and 22% are using 
GVIHMX�GEVHW�
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price for crude oil, which is used to make petrol 
ERH�HMIWIP��LEW�KSRI�YT��'VYHI�SMP�[EW�GLIETIV�
EX�XLI�FIKMRRMRK�SJ�XLI�'3:-(����TERHIQMG��
because many businesses temporarily closed and 
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FUEL MORE EXPENSIVE
As life returned to normal, the demand for energy 
MRGVIEWIH��&YX�WYTTPMIVW�LEZI�WXVYKKPIH�XS�OIIT�YT�
ERH�TVMGIW�LEZI�VMWIR��%RSXLIV�TVSFPIQ�MW�XLEX�XLI�
SMP�YWIH�XS�QEOI�TIXVSP�MW�TEMH�JSV�MR�97�HSPPEVW��
The pound has been weak against the dollar, 
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Despite fuel prices dipping slightly in recent 
[IIOW��XLI�½RHMRKW�WLS[�XLI�I\XIRX�XS�[LMGL�
consumers are still having to cut back to ensure 
XLI]�GER�EJJSVH�XS�KIX�JVSQ�%�XS�&��[MXL�QSVI�
XLER�IMKLX�MR�XIR����	�QSVI�GSRGIVRIH�EFSYX�
XLIMV�½RERGIW�XLER�XLI]�[IVI�E�]IEV�EKS��

DRIVERS FORCED TO CUT BACK 
IN THE FOLLOWING WAYS:
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advice, support with estate planning, would like 
to invest for children or achieve other goals, 
or have concerns about dealing with the cost-
SJ�PMZMRK�GVMWMW��[I V́I�LIVI�XS�LIPT��8S�½RH�SYX�
QSVI��TPIEWI�GSRXEGX�YW�
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•  46% are eating out less
•�����	�EVI�IMXLIV�WTIRHMRK�PIWW�SR� 

their food shopping or have switched 
supermarket to save money

•�����	�RS[�LEZI�XS�WXST�½PPMRK�YT�EX�E� 
WTIGM½G�ZEPYI�EW�XLI]�ORS[�I\EGXP]� 
what they can afford

•�����	�EVI�GYXXMRK�HS[R�SR�XLI�ZSPYQI� 
and quality of food they buy from  
the supermarket

•�����	�RS[�VEVIP]�½PP�XLIMV�JYIP�XEROW�XS� 
the brim as they cannot afford it

•�����	�LEZI�GYX�FEGO�SR�K]Q�QIQFIVWLMTW� 
and subscription services

•   24% are reducing spend on school trips,  
days out and weekends away

•   23% are using their savings to pay for fuel
•   22% need to use their credit card to cover 

the cost of fuel
•�����	�LEZI�WXSTTIH�TYXXMRK�QSRI]�EWMHI�MR�

either a savings account or pension pot

STAYING MUCH CLOSER  
TO HOME
8LI�VIWIEVGL�JSYRH�XLEX���	�SJ�GSRWYQIVW�
also had to change their staycation plans 
during the summer months and stayed much 
closer to home, thanks to the high cost of 
JYIP��*YVXLIVQSVI��ERH�[MXL�SRI�I]I�SR�XLI�
expectation that the cost-of-living crisis will 
SRP]�KIX�[SVWI����	�WEMH�XLI]�HIGMHIH�XS�KS�
on holiday this summer, as it could be their 
PEWX�SRI�JSV�QER]�]IEVW���

Source data:
Fieldwork was undertaken between 21–22 
July 2022 for Nationwide Building Society.  

The survey was carried out online by 
Censuswide. Censuswide abides by and 

employs members of the Market Research 
7SGMIX]��[LMGL�MW�FEWIH�SR�XLI�)731%6�

principles. 
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